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About This Game

This is not your typical Maze game.

Utilize the transparent walls and breadcrumb trails to navigate your way through mazes as you collect keys an 5d3b920ae0
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Great game, my 6 year old loves it and plays it alot!. Simple gameplay. Run through various mazes. Maze editor is simple yet
fun to use. Needs something to be GREAT, but I would call it pretty good right now. If you want to solve transluscent mazes,
pick this up! https://youtu.be/5j8IxWJog8w. Great game, my 6 year old loves it and plays it alot!. Simple gameplay. Run
through various mazes. Maze editor is simple yet fun to use. Needs something to be GREAT, but I would call it pretty good
right now. If you want to solve transluscent mazes, pick this up! https://youtu.be/5j8IxWJog8w. i like the game but.. i like the
game but.
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